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ON D-PARACOMRACT (7-SPACES

By

Takemi Mizokami

1. Introduction.

Throughout this paper, all spaces are 7＼ topological spaces and mappings

are continuous and onto. The letter N denotes the set of natural numbers.

By a well-known theorem of Dowker, a Hausdorff space X is paracompact

if and only if for every open cover J. of X there exists an ^-mapping of X

onto a metrizable space. On the other hand, developable spaces are a nice

generalization of metrizable spaces. Pareek [P] called a space X is d-para-

compact if for every open cover J.. there exists an
<J-mapping

of X onto a

developable space. Another nice generalizationis <;-spacesin the sense of [0].

Especially, paracompact <r-spaces have important features in generalized metric

spaces and dimension theories. We notice that the following properties of the

class C of paracompact a -spaces: (1) C is closed under any countable product

and any subspace. (2) C is closed under any image under perfect or closed

mappings. (3) C is closed under the domination.

In this paper, we call a space X is a a-space if X has a <7-locallyfinite

"closed" network, which is slightlydifferentfrom the original definitionin [0].

For regular spaces, both coincide with each other. The purpose of this paper

is to study the class of d-paracompact a -spaces, comparing with that of para-

compact ^-spaces. We show that this class behaves well as to the subspaces

and perfect images, but not as to the others. We show that d-paracompact

spaces and s-paracompact spaces do not coincide, answering the question oi

Brandenburg IB-,. Question 21.

2. D-paracompact ≪y-spaces.

Definition 1. A space X is called d-paracompact if for each open cover

17 of X, ther exists a HJ-mapping f X onto a developable space Y, where a CU-

mapping f means that there exists an open cover <^ of Y such that f'X^V)

/a/
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Definition 2. A family 1/ of open subsets of a space X is called dissectable

in X [Bi], if there exists a function D: ^xN-^iclosed subsets of X), called

the dissection of HJ in X, satisfying the following:

(1) U=＼J{D(U, n)＼n£EN} for every U^HJ.

(2) For every n^N, {D(U, n): U^HJ} is a closure-preserving family of

closed subsets of X and if p^＼J{D{U, n):U^cU＼, then

n{U^V: p^D(U, n))

is a neighborhood of p in X.

Definition 3. A space X is called d-expandable [B2] if for each discrete

family 3 of closed subsets and for each family HJ―{U{F): FeEF} of open sub-

sets of X such that FdU(F) and U(F)r＼F' = 0 if F*Fr, F, F'^3, there exists

a dissectable family {V{F):F^%＼ of X such that FezV(F)aU(F) for every

We call the pair <2r, <U> a d-ftairof X

Definition 4. A space X is called semistratifiableif there exists a func-

tion S: £TXiV->{closed subsets of A'}, where 2*is the topology of X, such that:

(1) U=U{SIU, n] : n^N} for every t/esr.

(2) If U, V<=2 and UdV, then S[t7, nidStV, n] for every n.

The function S is called the semistratificationof X.

As seen easily,every c-space is semistratifiable. If we use the argument

in [SN], then it is obvious that a space X is a cr-spaceif and only if X has a

<7-discrete closed network if and only if X has a a-closure-preserving closed

network. We list up the facts as to d-paracompact spaces and developable

spaces, which are known already and used later in our proofs.

Fact 1 ([Bj]). A space X is developable if and only if X has a <7-dissec-

table base.

2 ([G]). A space X is developable if and only if there exists a sequence

{HJn: wgeTV} of open covers of X such that if x^U for a point x of X and an

open subset U of X, then there exists nsJV such that ord (x, cLJn)=l and

S(x, VjcU.

3 ([B2, Theorem 1]). A space X is <i-paracompact if and only if X is 0-

refmable and cf-expandable if and only if every open cover of X has a <7-dis-
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sectable refinement.

4. Let X be a semistratifiablespace and 3 a closure-preserving family of

closed subsets of X. Then there exists a <;-discreteclosed cover M of X such

that Hr＼F^0, H<ElM and F^3 imply HcF. (The construction of JC is essen-

tiallystated in [SN].)

5 ([Bi, Theorem 2.3]). Every family of open subsets of a developable space

is dissectablein it.

Before stating Lemma 1, we give definitions of (Pi), i―l, ■･■,§.For a

space X, let (Pi) (i=l, ■･･,5) be the following statements:

(Pi) X is d-paracompact.

(P2) For each d-pair <2r,1/> of X, there exists a cy-mapping of X onto a

developable space, where

cv=w{X-＼J%}.

(P9) For each cf-pair<£F,V} of families of X, there exists a family {V(F): F<=3}

of open subsets of X and a sequence {HJn'-u^N} of open covers of X such

that for each Feff, FdV(F)(zU(F) and such that if ^gV(F), then there exists

rceiV such that ord(/>,4U≫)=1 and S(/>,cUn)cF(F).

(P4) For each d-pair <2r,17> of families of X, there exists a pair collection

£P=U{iPn :ikeN} of X and a family |V(F): Feff} of open subsets of X such

that FdV(F)dU(F) for each Fe£F and such that 3? satisfiesthe following two

conditions:

(1) For each n, {P1: P=(PU P2)^gn} is a discrete family of closed subsets of

X and {P2: Pe£Pre}is a family of open subsets of X.

(2) If p^V(F), then there exists Pe£P such that p(EP1(zP2CV(F).

(P5) JY is d-expandable.

For the later use, we give the term to such a sequence of open covers as

in (Fs). Let {<Un : neAT} be a sequence of open covers of a space X and <V a

family of open subsets of X. Then we call {IJn} the d-development for CV if

for each point p^X and each F£<^ with p^V, there exists neJV such that

ord(/>, cZ7re)=land S(/>,17B)cV. If {1Jn: n<=N} is a sequence of families of

open subsets of X with this property for cy, then we call{HJn} the d-quasi-

development for cv.

Lemma 1. For a space,(PO-KPO-KPsMftMA) holds. Moreover,if X

is 0-refinable,then all{Pi) are equivalent.
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Proof. (Pi)->(P2) is straightforward from Definition 1. (P2)-≫(P3)follows

from the Fact 2. (Pa)->(Pt): Let {IJui neA7"} be the sequence of open covers

in (Ps). For each n, let

3>n= {(H(U), U):U<E<Un, H{U)^0},

where

HiU)=U-＼J{U'GcUn: U'^U}.

Then it is easy to see that {£Pn:n^N} has the required property. (P^-^C-fs):

For each d-pair <g, ^X take 5>=W{5>≫ : neA^} and {V(F): F(E3} by (P4). We

define a function D: <VXN^{closed subsets of Z} with <V={V(F): Fe£F} by

2)(F(F), n)=U{P1:P<B&n and ?2cF(F)}.

Then Z) is the dissection of <V in X. If Z is 0-refinable, then (P5)^(Pi) fol-

lows from Fact 3.

We weaken the statement(P3) to the following:

(/Y) For each d-pair <£F,HJ} of familiesof X, there exist a family cv=

{V(F): Fe£F} of open subsets of X and the rf-quasidevelopment{cUra:neAr}

for q7 such that F(zV(F)dU(F) for every Feff.

Lemma 2. // X is a perfect space,i.e.,every closed subset is Gs, then (P3r)

implies that X is d-expandable.

Proof. Suppose we are given <2r,<U>, {V(F): Feff} and {HJn＼n^N} in

(P30. For each n, let

UtU≫ = W{£Bm:meiV},

where each £nm is closed in X. For each n, m^.N, define

cVnm = eUn＼J{X-Enm}.

Then it is easy to see that {cFnm: n,m<=N} is the of-development for {V(F)}

in X Therefore, by the above, X is ^-expandable.

Lemma 3. Let X be a semistratifiablespace. Then a family HJ of open

subsets of X is dissectoblein X if and only if there exists a d-development for

en in X.

Proof. The only if part: Let D: HJXN-+1 closed subsets of X} be the

dissection of HJ. Since for each n, {D(U, n)＼£/e1/} is closure-preserving family

of closed subsets of X, by Fact 4, there exists a closed cover 2r=VJ{3rnm,:rae./V}

of X such that each 5M is discrete in X and for each F(E% and each U^V,
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D(U, ri)r＼F=fr0 implies FaD(U,n). For each F<=3nm, n,m^N, choose an

open subset VF of X such that

FcFJ.cn{t/ecL7: FczD(U, n)}

and VFr＼F'=0 for F'^3nm with F=tF'. Let

cVnm={VF: F^<3nm}＼J{X-＼J1nm}, n,m^N.

Then tiis easy to see that {^Vnm '･n, m<=N} forms the (/-development for 1/ in

X. The if part is similar to the proof of (i^-K-PJ-H-Ps) in Lemma 1.

Lemma 4. // 17 is a a-dissect able family of a space X, then HJ is dissectable

in X.

Proof. Let cU=U{cUn: neAf}, where each 1/n is dissectablein X. Let

Dn : HJnxN^{closed subsets of X} be the dissection of HJn in X. Let 0 : N->NZ

be a bijection. As a dissection T of <=V,we define T as follows:

f Dm(Z7, ife) if 6(n)=(m, k) and t/e^m
T(t/, n)=

[ 0 otherwise.

Obviously T is the dissection of ^V in X

Lemma 5. // 1/ is a dissectablefamily of a space X, then <=V= {WU0: cUq(ZcU}

is also dissectablein X.

Proof. Let D: IJxN-^iclosed subsetsof X} be the dissectionof HJ in X

For each F^U'Uo, 1/oCU, and each neiV, let

T(F, n)=＼J{D(U, n):Us=<U0}.

Then T is obviouslythe dissectionof aj in X

Lemma 6. Let X be a semistratifiable space and HJ'―{Ua : a<= A} a point-

finitefamily of open subsets of X. If for each a^A, ^Va is a dissectablefamily

of the subspace Ua> then VJl0^ : a^A＼ is dissectablein X.

Proof. Let A be the totalityof

d(p)={a<=A:p<=Ua}

Then A=W{Are: n^N}, where

An={d^A: ＼8＼=n}

Let 5eAre, nGiV. Since by Lemma 4

p&KJV.

neiV
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cv($)=＼j{cva : a<EEd)| r＼{Ua: a&d]

is dissectable in r＼{Ua: ae<5}) by Lemma 3, there exists the d-development

|^≫ffl'ffl:meiV} for <=v{S)in the subspace r＼{Ua :≪g^|. For each n, m, ^eiV,

let

cV≫m*(3)=cV≫m'(3)I(X-S＼＼J{Ua'.as=A-d}, *]),

where S[0, &] = 0, ^eiV, and let

cVBm* = U{c^nmJk(a):5eAB}.

We shall show that {^nms: n, m, k<=N) is the <i-quasidevelopment for

＼J{<=Va:a<EA} in X. Let ^eFg^, ≪gA Since HJ is point-finite at />,

d(p)^An for some n. There exists k<=N such that

?eS[n(I/≪:a£W},*].

Take m^N such that ord (/>,<=vnm'(d(p)))=l and S(/>,cvBm'(5(/>)))c7. Suppose

d(EAn. If d―d(p)*0, then />$uc^nm'(5) because wq^≫m'(5)c£/≪for each as

d-d(p). If 8(p)~d^0, then

From these observations, we have

p(£VlU{<=Vnmk(.d):d±d(p) and 5eAn}] .

Therefore ord(p, q/BmJ)=l and S(p, cVnmk)ClV. This completes the proof

Proposition 1. Let X be a d-paracompact semistratifiablespace and let EF

be a locally finite family of closed subsets of X with its open expansion

{U(F): Feff}. Then there exists a dissectablefamily {F(F):Fe2r} of X such

that FdV(F)dU(F) for each Feff.

Proof. By Fact 4, from the cover 2U{I} of I we can construct a closed

cover 3(=＼J{Mn: n<=N} of X such that each Mn is discrete in X and such that

if Hr＼F^0, FGff and H^SC, then HdF. Since for each HeJC,

3(H)={Fel3:Hc:F}

is finite,

G(f/)=n{£/(F):Fe£F(#)}

is open in X. Since X is rf-paracompact, for each n there exists a dissectable

family <Wn={W(H)＼H(=Mn} of Z such that HcW{H)aG(H) for each #e.#B.

For each F^3n. For each Feff, let
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M(F)={H^M:HdF}.

Then obviously F=＼JM(F). For each Fe£F, set

Then {V(F):Fee3} is

the proof.

431

V(F)=＼J{W(H): H(EM(F)}.

dissectable in X by Lemmas 4 and 5. This completes

LExMMA 7. Let HJ, ^V be dissectable families of X, Y, respectively. Then

HJXCV is dissectablein the product space XxY.

Proof. Let D, D' be the dissections of HJ, W in X, Y, respectively. Let

/: N->N2 be a bijection. Define a function T: (tUXcV)XAr->{ closed subsets of

XxY} by

T(UXV, k)=D(U, n)xD'(Y, n)

for U^CU, V<=cy, k(^N, where f(k)―(n, m). Then it is easy to see that T is

the dissection of HJX^ in XxY.

Let HJ, <=V be families of subsets of a space. Then we call that 17 is a

weak refinement of ^V if for every UeeIJ there exists V(=<=V such that UcV.

Definition 5. A space X is called a P-space [MJ if for any family

{G(au ･･･,at): au ･■■,at^A, i<=N}

of open subsets of X such that

G(alt ■■■,ai)cG{a.i, ■･■,aif ai+l)

for each ax, ･･･,ait ai+i^A, zeA7, there exists a family

{C(≪i,･･･, at): au ･･･, a^A,, i<EiN}

of closed subsets of X satisfying the following conditions:

(1) C(au ･･･,≪0cG(≪i, ･･･, ai) for each au ･･･, a^A, i<=N.

(2) For each sequence {oti'.i^N} such that X=＼JiG(au ･･･, at),

then X=＼JtC(au ■■■,at).

Obviously, every perfect space is a P-space. As for the product theorem

of d-paracompact spaces, we can settle the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let X be a d-paracompact P-space and Y a metacompact de-

velopable space. Then XxY is d-paracompact.
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Proof. Though the procedure is due to the stereotyped method, we des-

cribe it to see how the properties of Y are used.

Let EF={F(a):a£i4} be a a -discrete closed network for Y. Since Y is

metacompact, there exists a a -point-finitefamily {H(a): aei} of open subsets

of X such that F(a)cH(a) for each aeA Let Q be an open cover of XxY.

For each au ･･■,a*e A, k^N, let G(au ･■･,ak) be the frmily of open rectangles

UxXVx such that UxXVxdG for some Gg5 and

r＼{F(at): /=1, ･･･,kjdVxCirMHM :i=l, ･･･, k).

Write

Q{au ■･･,ffj)={f/;XF; :l<=A{au ･･･,a,)}.

For each au ■･■, ak^A, k<=N, let

U(au ■■■,ak)=＼J{Ux : X<=A(au ■■■,ak)}.

Then U(au ■■■,ak) is an open subset of X such that

U(au ■■■,ak)dU(au ■■■, ak, ak+1)

Since X is a P-space, there exists a family

{C(au ･･･, a*): au ■■■,ak^A, k<=N]

of closed subsets of X, stated in Definition 5. By the d-paracompactness of X,

there exists a dissectable family W(ai, ･･･, ak) of open subsets of X covering

C(au ■■■, ak) such that Wictu ･･･, ak) is a weak refinement of {U x ' X^.A{au

■■■,ak)}. Without loss of generality, we can write Wiotu ･■■,ak) as the indexed

family such that

<W{ax, ■■■, ak)={Wx: k(=A(alt ■■■, ak)},

where W'xC.Ux for each X. For each au ■■･,ak^A, k^N, set

^(≪i, ･･･, ak)={WxXVx : Xe=A(au ■■■,ak)},

&k = ＼J{&(au ■･･,ak):au ■■■, ak<=A＼,

<B= VJ{$k: k<=N}.

Then we can show that <B is a a -dissectable refinement of Q. To show that

& covers XxY, let {x, y)^XxY.

Let {oti: i^N} be a sequence of A such that {F(oti)r＼･■･r＼F{ak): k<^N) is

a local network at y in Y. For this sequence, we easily see that X ―

＼J{U(au ■■■, ak): k^N}. This implies X=U{C(alt ･･･, ak): k^N). Therefore

xeCfe, ･･･, ak) for some k. Since ＼Wx '･A^A(alt ■■■,ak)＼ covers C(au ･･･,≪*),
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x<=Wx for some A<=A(au ■■■,ak). Hence we have (x, y)<=WxXVz<=$. Let

k<=N be fixed. For each au ■■■,ak^A, $(au ■■■,ak) is dissectable in XxY

because {Vx '■X^A(ai, ■■･,ak)} is dissectable in Y by Fact 5, and we can use

Lemma 7. Observe that

＼JB(,alt■･■,ak)C.Xx(r＼{H(ai): i=l, ■■■, k})

and that

{Xx(r＼{H(at):i=l, - , k}):alt ･■･, ak<=A}

is a a -point-finitein XxY. Hence by Lemma 6, Qk is a -dissectablein XxY,

which means that B is a -dissectablein XxY. This completes the proof.

Remark. The proof assures that the followingis true: Let X be a P-

space and Y a metacompact developable space. If X has the property that

every family HJ of open subsets of X has a dissectablefamily ^V of X such

that ＼JCU=＼J<Vand cv is a weak refinement of <U, then XxY is <i-para-

comoact.

The properties of Y used actually in the above proof is just that Y is an

almost expandable space with a c-discrete closed network 9 such that each F^e9

has a dissectable outer base in Y, where a space Y is called almost expandable

if for every locally finitefamily M of closed subsets of Y there exists a point-

finitefamily {G(H): HzeJC} of open subsets of Y such that HaG(H) for every

l/£l. But these properties give a sufficient condition for Y to be a meta-

comoact developable space.

Proposition 2. A space Y is a metacompact developable space if and only

if Y is an almost expandable a-space with the property that every closed subset

of Y has a dissectableouter base in Y.

Proof. The if part: Let KJ{^i＼i^N} be a closednetwork for Y, where

each 3t is discretein Y. For each i, there exists a point-finitefamily

{U(F): F(E3i＼ of open subsets of Y such that FcU(F) for each F^3t. Let

HJ(F) be a dissectableouter base of F in Y such that KJcU{F)dU{F). Then by

Lemma 6, Wl^Ci7): F^.＼Ji1i)is a c-dissectablebase for Y. By Fact 1, Y is

developable. Since an almost expandable <7-spaceis metacompact, Y has the

required orooerties.The only if oart is trivial.

Corollary. A space X is metrizable if and only if X is a paracompact a-

space with the property that every closed subset of X has a dissectableouter base
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We do not know whether a similar characterization is obtained for develop-

able spaces, removing the terms metacompact and almost expandable from Pro-

position 2. That is, we do not know whether every <r-space (or even d-para-

compact (T-space) with the same outer base property as in Proposition 2 is

developable.

The metacompactness of Y cannot be dropped from Theorem 1. In fact,

there exist a Lasnev space (i.e.,a closed image of a metric space) and a non-

metacompact developable space Y such that XxY is not d-paracompact, as seen

in Example 1. It is shown that a space which is dominated by paracompact

a -spaces is also a paracompact a -space [M2 and 0]. But this is not true for

the case of rf-paracompact <r-spaces. To state the counterexample, we sketch

the space Y(k). Lat k be a cardinal number and let Y(k) be a set

F(≪)=iVw[0, ≪),

which is topologized as follows: All points of N are isolated and basic neigh-

borhoods of a point ae[0, k) are sets of the form:

＼a}＼J{N-F),

where F is a finite subset of N. The space Y(k) is a developable space. In

fact, if {Fk: k(EN} be the totalityof finitesubsets of N, then

<Vk = {{n} : n =Fk}UUa}＼J(N-Fk): ≪g[0, *)], k<=N,

is a development for Y(k).

We should remark that this space Y(k) is just 7＼, but unfortunately not

Hausdorff. This leads that our examples stated here are Tx but not Hausdorff

since they contain Y{k) as the subspace. To simplify the examples, we prepare

the following proposition:

Proposition 3. Let z be a point of a space Z with the uncountable character

r. If k^t, then the product space Y(k)xZ is not d-paracompact.

Proof. Assume the contrary to get a contradiction. Let {Wa: a<r) be a

local base at z in Z. It is easily observed that

{(a,z):aeE[0,ic)}

is a discrete closed subset of Y(k)xZ and that for each a<r, {{a}＼JN)xWa is

an open neighborhood of {a, z) in Y(k)xZ such that

(≪',2)^({a}UiV)xTFtt

if a^a', a, a'<z. By the assumption that Y(k)xZ is d-paracompact and by
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Lemma 1, there exista family cV={Va : a<t] of open subsets of Y(k)xZ and

the rf-development{1/n: n<=N} for <V such that

(a, z)^Va(Z({a}UN)xWa, a<z.

Let 77: Y{k)xZ^Z be the projection. We show that

{I7(S((≪,z),Vk)): n, ke^N}

is a localbase at z in Z. Suppose a<t. We can take we AT such that(n, z)

eFa. Since {IJn} is the <i-developmentfor cv, there exists^eA^such that

S((n,2),'UjjcF,,. This implies

/7(S((n,2),^i^cPTa ,

which is a contradictionto the uncountabilityof the character r of z in Z,

This completes the proof.

For each n<=N, let Sn be the copy of the subspace

S={O}U{1, 1/2, 1/3, -}

of the real line with the usual topology and Snr＼Sm=0 if n^m. We write

by So, the quotient space obtained from 0{Sre: n^N} by identifying all limit

points with a single point, which we denote by 0 again. Then So,is known

to be a non-metrizable Lasnev space. Obviously 0 has a character c less than

or equal to c, where c is the cardinality of the continuum.

Example 1. There exist a non-metacompact developable space X and a

Lasnev space Y such that Z=XxY Is not d-paracompact.

Construction. We take X=Y(c) and Y=S<a. Then by Proposition 3,

XxY is not of-paracompact.X is not metacompact because the open cover

{{a}＼jN:a^[0, c)}

has no point-finiteopen refinement.

Example 2. There existsa non-d-paracompact a-space which is dominated

by d-paracompact a-spaces.

Construction. Let p: 0{Sn: ugNj-^S^ be the natural mapping. For

each nGiV, let Zn=Y(c)xp(Sn). Since both Y(c) and p(Sn) are developable

spaces, so is Zn. Let Z be the same space XxY as above. Then Z is a non-

<i-paracompact <r-space,and is easily seen to be dominated by ＼Zn: neA7'}.
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For the proof of next lemma, we introduced the following notations: Let

W be an open cover of a space X. For each W&W, let

H(W)=W-＼J{W'^CW:W^W'}.

Then it is easy to see that

jCdW)={H(W):W^W}

is a discrete family of closed subsets of X. We define the subset H(JV) and

the family Ww by

and

<Ww={WelW:H(W)^0}.

If / is a closed mapping of a space X onto a space Y, for each open subset U

of X we define an open subset /*(£/)of Y by

f*(U)=Y-f(X-U).

Lemma 8. Let f: X^-Y be a perfect mapping. If X is a perfect d-para-

comtact space, then so is Y.

Proof. Obviously Y is perfect. By Fact 3, X is #-refinable. Since it is

well known that 0-refmability is preserved by perfect mappings, Y is 0-refmable.

By Fact 3 again, it sufficesto show that Y is d-expandable. Let <ff, <U> be a

d-pair of families of Y, where

g = {Fx:X<=A], <V={Ux:X eA}.

Since X is d-expanadable, for the rf-pair <.f~＼3),f'XiJ)} there exists a dis-

sectable family c＼;―{yx: X^A} of X and the d-development for cy in X such

that

/-W)cVj(=/-Wj), ^e^.

By the same method as [Bu2, Lemma 3.1], we can construct a sequence

{Wn'.n^N} of families of open covers of X such that if CdVx with C com-

pact and l^A, then there exists neiVsuch that Cr＼H(<Wn)i=0 and

Cr＼Hcwn)c.wciVx

for some finite cFcc^recl). For each *,seATr, reN, with ?=(fx> ･･･,tr), s=

(si, ■･■, sr), define a family W(f, s) of subsets of Z by the following:

<W(t,s)={W(<Wif, ■･･,Wr'): ^'C^/1'

and
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＼<Wi'＼=U for each *=1, ･･･,r),

where

W(<BV, ■■■, cWr')=U[U'Wi'-＼J{H(<WSJw :j<i); z^r]

Then {Wit, s):t, s^Nr, reiV} has the following properties:

(1) W(t, s) is a family of open subsets of X.

(2) If CdVx with C compact and 1<=A, then there exist t,s(ENr, reTV,

such that C is contained in only one element Wc^cW{t, s) and WcdVx.

We show (2). Let s: be the firstnumber such that there exists a finite

minimal subfamily W^ of fs/" such that

0=£CrVW,f)CUt≫VcVr;i ･

Let ＼W1'＼=t1and

CfC-U'JJ'/.

Let sz be the firstnumber such that there exists a finite minimal subfamily <Wi

of WS2(1) such that

0^C2r＼H(WS2)C＼JW2'ClVx .

Let ＼cW%＼―ti.Repeating this process and using the compactness of C, we car

obtain two finite systems

s=(sx, ･･･,sr), t=(tlt-,tr)^Nr

for some reiV such that

Cc^,', ･･･, ^/)=^cVi and Wc^Wit, s).

Then Wc is seen to be the required one by the seme argument as in [Bu.

Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3]. Thus (2) is satisfied. Set

Q(t,s)={f*(W):W^W(f, s)}

for each t,s<=Nr, r^N. It is easy to see that

{Q{t, s):t, s<=Nr,r<=N}

forms a d-quasidevelopment for {/*(F;):>?g^} in Y. Since Y is perfect, Y is

rf-expanadable by Lemma 2. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2. Le£f be a perfect mapping of a space X onto a space Y. I)

X is a d-paracompact a-space, then so is Y.

But closed mannings do not have this property.
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Example 3. There exists a [closed mapping of d-paracompact <;-space X

onto a non-d-paracompact cr-space Z.

Construction. We show that the same space Z as in Example 1 is the

image of a cf-paracompact a -space X under a closed mapping. For each neiV,

let Sn be the same as in the preceding section to Example 1, and let Zn' be

the set Y(c)xSn. Set

X=＼j{Zn':nt=N}KJY(c).

Topology of X is defined as follows: For each n, each point />eZre' has a

neighborhood V in X if and only if Vr＼Zn' is a neighborhood of p in Zn'.

Each n^NcY(c) is isolated. For each ae[0, c) has a neighborhood base

{{a}U(AT-iOU0J{({a}U(AT-F))xPF*: fc^ro}):

Wk is a neighborhood of 0 in Sk for each k^m,

F is a finite subset of N and m^N).

It is easy to see that Y{c) is a (/-discreteclosed subset of X and each Zn' is a

developable clopen subspace of X. Therefore Zn', n^N, has a (7-ciscreteclosed

(in X) network 3n for Zn'. Thus we have a <7-discreteclosed network

for X, proving that I is a c-space. To see that X is <i-paracompact, let HJ be

an open cover of X. For each weiV, c^n^'UlZn' is a.dissectable (in X) weak

refinement of HJ because Zn' is a clopen developable subspace of X. For each

p^Y(c), we take a basic neighborhood y(/>)in X, as defined just above, such

that V(p)dU for some J/eU Since for each n the family {7(/>): p^Y(c)}＼Zn'

is dissectable in Z and since q$V(p) if /)^^ and p, q^Y(c)―N, CVO=

{V(p): p<=Y(c)} is dissectablein X. Hence

is a o--didissectablerefinement of HJ. Let 5": X-^-Z be a mapping defined by

g＼(^){Zn':n^N})=f

and

g(p)=(p,0) if />ey(c),

where / is a natural mapping of c{Zn': n^N} onto Z. g is obviously con-

tinuous and onto. We show that g is a closed mapping. For the purpose, it

suffices to show that for each point p^Y(c) and each open set V of X, if

g~＼(P,0))dV, then there exists a neighborhood 0 of (/>,0) in Z such that
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g~＼O)dV. If p = n^N, then by the definition of the topology of X, we can

easily take neighborhoods Wk of 0 in Sk, k<=N, such that

g-＼{n, 0))cU{{n}X^ : k^N}＼J{n}ClV ,

Let

O=f(＼J{{n}xWk: k<=N}).

Then 0 is a neighborhood of(n, 0)in Z such that g~＼O)(zV. Let />=ae[0, c).

Then there exist a finite subset F of N and neighborhoods TF& of 0 in Sk,

k^N, such

^-XCa, O))c{a}W(iV-F)U(U{({a}U(iV-F))X^ : k^N})(zV ,

Letting

0=/(W{({a}W(iV-.F))X^: feeA'}),

we obtain a neighborhood 0 of {a, 0)in Z such that g~＼0)c.V. This completes

the proof of the closedness of g.

We do not know whether the perfectness of X can be dropped from Lemma

8. That is, it is stillopen whether perfect mappings preserve rf-paracompact-

ness [C, 181p], [B2, Question 1]. The next gives a sufficientcondition for a

closed image of a rf-paracompact <7-space to be a d-paracompact <;-space.

Theorem 3. Let f : X-*Y be a closed mapping and let Y be a first countable

space. If X is a d-taracompact o-space, then so is Y.

Proof. Since Y is obviously a cr-space,we show that Y is ^-expandable.

Let <ff,<U> be a d-pair of families of Y. Then for the d-pair </"1(2r),f'KV)}

of families of a rf-paracompact space X, by Lemma 1, there exist families

cv={V(F): F^3}, JC = {Ha:at=A}, <W={Wa:a<=A}

of subsets of X satisfying the following:

(1) For each FeEF, V(F) is an open subset of X such that

f-KF)(zV(F)czf-＼U(F)).

(2) A = ＼j{An: neiV} and for each n, AndAn+1,

jCn={Ha: a^An) is a locally finite family of closed subsets and <Wn=

{Wa : a(EAn} a family of open subsets of X such that HadWa, a<=An.

(3) For each Fe£F and each point p^X, if p<=V(F), then there exists

≪ei such that

P^HaCWa(ZV(F).
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Moreover, since X is a or-space,without loss of generality we can assume that

(4) {Ha:a<=A} satisfiesthat for each Feff and each poitn p<=V(F), the

family {Ha : p^HaaW adV{F), a(=A) is a local network at p in X.

For each n^N, let YV be the set of all points y(EY such that ord(;y, f(3Cn))

is infinite. Then each Yn' is a <;-discreteclosed subset of Y because Y is a

firstcountable space and f(3Cn) is a hereditarily closure-preserving family of

closed subsets of Y. Set

For each n, let An

lntW(d), where

y1==U{IV : n^N}, Y0=Y-Y1.

be the totality of finitesubsets d of An such that H(8)d

md)=n{f(Ha):a<Ed},

W(d)=VJlf(Wa):as=d＼.

Claim 1: For each point p<=Y0 and each FeEF, if />e/*(7(F)), then there

exists <5eAn, n(EN, such that

/>eH(5)cIntPT(5)cf/(F).

Proof of the claim: Let p^Y0 and for each n, let

8n={a^An:f-＼p)r＼Ha^0 and WadV(F)＼.

Then obviously p^H(8n)C.W(8n)(ZU(F) for each n. Firstwe show the fol-

lowing :

(5) p(ElntW(8n) for some n.

Throughout the proof of the theorem, for each jgF let{On{y): n<=N} be the

decreasinglocalbase of y in Y. Assume the contrary to (5). Then

On(p)-W(dn)^0, n^N.

Take a sequence (K:nG/V) of points of Y such that

pn^On(p)-W(dn), n<=N.

Since / is a closed mapping, (f~＼pn):n^N} clusters at a point of f~＼p).

Hence by (3) there exists a^dn, n^N such that p<=f(Ha) and f(ffla) contains

infinitelymany pn. But this is a contradiction to the fact that pk^W{dn),

k^n. Thus we have p^lntW(8n) for some n.

Next, we show the following:

(6) H(dn)-{p}(ZlntW(dn) for some n.
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Assume the contrary. If H(8n)―{p}―lntW(dn) is finite for some n, then by

(4) we easily have

H(8m)-{p}dlntW(dm)

for some m.~>n. Therefore we can assume thai-

is infinitefor each n

for each n

H(8n)-{p}-lntW(dn)

Take a sequence {pn:n<=N} of points of Y such that

pn EH(dn)-{p}-lntW(dn)-{pu -,/>,_!}.

Since Y is a Frechet space, for each n there exists a convergent sequence Z(n)

to pn in Y such that

Z(n)r＼W(8n)=0 .

Since /> has the decreasing local base {On(p): n<=N＼ in Y, by (4) pn-^p as

n->oo. Therefore by Frechet-ness of F, we can take a sequence ZcU{Z(n):

KGiV} such that Z―>p. Since pn^P, n<=N, Zr＼Z(n)=t0 for infinitelymany

n. The closedness of / implies that there exists a^8n> n^N, such that f(Wa)

contains infinitelymany points of Z, but this is a contradiction, proving (6).

We observe by (2) that {H(8n): n&N}, {W(dn):nGN} are decreasing, in-

creasing, respectively, families of subsets of Y. By (5) and (6), we can con-

clude Claim 1.

Claim 2: There exists a pair collection

^1'={(Fp,Up):^B1}

of Y satisfying the following conditions:

(7) {Fs: fi&By] is a <;-discretefamily of closed subsets of Y and for each

^Bu Up is an open subset of Y such that FpdUp.

(8) For each pe^Y and each Feff, if p&f*(V(F)), then there exists
/3sB

such that

peEFpCUpdUiF).

The proof of the claim: For each n, m^N, let ?, be the pair collectioi

of Y

&nm = {({y}, On(y)):y^Yn'}

and set

Obviously 5" satisfies(7) and (8) for each point p^Yx. Using the fact that 1
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is semistratifiable,by the method of Fact 4, from the closure-preserving family

{H(d): d(EAn} of closed subsets of Y, we can construct a (7-discreteclosed

cover {Kx :^An} of Y such that Kxr＼H(d)^0, X^An and 5eAn imply Kxd

H(d).

Suppose that l^An has the property that

AnQ)={d<EAn:Ki<zH(d)}

is finite. Take an open subset Gx of Y such that

KxC.Gxdr＼{lntW(d): d^An(X)}.

Write

£'＼J{{Ki,Gx):X^An with AJX) finite,n<=N＼

=5＼

= {(Fp,Up):^B1}.

Then by Claim 1, it is easy to see that 5Y satisfies the conditions (7) and (8)

This proves Claim 2.

Now, write B1=＼J{Bln: n^N}, where for each n {Fp: fi^Bln} is discrete

in Y. We apply countably many times the arguments of Claims 1 and 2 to the

countable J-pairs

<{F^ : ^Bln), {Up : jS =fl1B}>, n^N,

of families of Y. Consequently, we get pair collections

2>i={(Fp, Vp):^B1}

and

9t' = {(Ffi,Up):p =B,}

of Y satisfying the following conditions:

(9) For each jSgBj, Vp is an open subset of Y such that FpdVpdUp.

(10) {Fp : /3e£2} is a (/-discretefamily of closed subsets of Y and for each

fi(BB2, Up is an open subset of Y such that FpdUp,

(11) For each point P<bY and each fix(^Bu if /ieF^, there exists ^(eBz

such that

p^Fp^Up^Up^

For each FeS, let Wi(F)=/*(V(F)). Then ^(F) is an open subset of F such

that

F(zW1(F)aU(F), Feff.

For each Feff, set
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W2(F)=W1(F)＼J([J{Vp :ps=Blt

F^r＼Wl(F)^0 and UpdU(F)}.

Then W2(F) is an open subset of Y such that

FdW1(F)dW2{F)c:U(F)> Fe 2＼

Moreover, by (8) and (9),it is obvious that:

(12) For each point p(EY and each Feff, if p&W^F), then there exists

fi^B1 such that

p^Fp(zVpC.Wz(F).

From the definition of W2(F) and (11) it follows that:

(13) For each point p<=Y and each Feff, if p^W2(F), then there exists

/3e£?2such that

p<=Fpc:Up<ZlKF).

Again, we apply countably many times the arguments of Claims 1 and 2 to the

countable J-pairs contained in £P2'and get two pair collections

and

&t'={(Fp,Ufi):ps=Ba}

of Y satisfying the conditions corresponding to (9).(10) and (11) with Bu B2

replaced by B2, Bs, respectively. For each Feff, let

Ws(F)=W2(F)U(VJ{Vpi j8gB8) F^r＼W2{F)^0

and UftClU(F)}).

Then for each Feff, W3(F) is an open subset of Y suoh that

FcW1(F)c:W2(F)ciWs(F)c:U{F).

It is easily seen that:

(14) For each point p^Y and each FeEF, if p(E.Wz{F),then there exists

^£52 such that

PelFb(ZVs(ZW3(F).

Repeating these processes,we can easilysettlethe followingclaim:

Claim 3: For each F^3, there existsa sequence {Wn(F): neJV} of open

subsets of Y such that

FcWV/ncWWc - dU(F)
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and at the same time there exists a pair collection

Sn={(Ffi,Vp):fieBn}

of Y satisfying the following conditions:

(15) For each point p by Y, each F<=% and each n^N, if p^Wn(F),

then there exists /3e.Bn such that

Set

W(F)=＼J{Wn(F):n(=N}, FeEF

and

= {(Ffi,Vfi):^B],

where B=＼j{Bn: n^N}. Then obviously, for each F<=3, W(F) is an open

subset of Y such that F<~W{F)aU{F). By the construction, it is true that for

each point p^Y and each FeEF, if p^W(F), then there exists /3eJ3 such that

The family {Fp: fi(EB] is a (/-discreteone of closed subsets of Y. Therefore

by Lemma 1, Y is ^-expandable. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Proposition 4. Let f: X―>Y be a closed mapping and Y a first countable

space. If X is a d-paracompact semistratifiablespace having the property that

every closed subset of X has a dissectableouter base in X, then every closed sub-

set of Y has a dissectableouter base in Y.

Proof. We proceed referringto the proof justabove. Let M be a closed

subset of Y. Then by the assumption f~＼M)has a dissectableouter base cy

in X. By the proof of Lemma 1, there existfamilies

M = {Ha: a(=A), <W={Wa:a^A}

of subsets of Y satisfying the following (3)' besides (2) in the proof above:

(3)' For each V^<V and point p of X, if p^V, then there exists

a<=A such that

p(=HaaWa<zV.

Let Yn , Yu Yo are the same as above. For each n, let An be the totalityof

finitsubsets 8 of An such that H(8)r＼lntW(8)^0, where
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H(d)=r＼{f(Ha):a<Ed},

W(d)=U{f(Wa):at=d}.

445

By the same argument as in the proof of (5) above, we can show the following :

(4) For each P<bY0 and each Feq/, if p(sf*(V), then there exists

<5eAn, neiV, such that

p^H(8)r＼lntW(8)(Zf(V).

Claim 1: There exists a pair collection

^1'={(Ffi,Ufi):^B1]

of Y satisfying the following conditions:

(5) {Fp: /Se^J is a <7-discretefamily of closed subsets of Y and if /3e51;

then Up is an open subset of Y such that FpCUp.

(6) For each point p<=Y and each Feq/, if /><e/*(F), then there exists

fi^Bx such that

peFpcUpCznV).

The proof of the claim: Since Y is semistratifiable,for each dsAn, we A7".

Int W(5) is a countable union of closed subsets Fm(d), m^N. Note that

JC(n, m)={H(d)r＼Fm(d): <5eAra}

is a closure-preserving family of closed subsets of Y. Therefore by the methoc

of Fact 4, from JC(n, m). n, m<=N, we can construct ^-discrete closed covers

{Kx :l^Anm}, of Y, n, m^N. For each l^Anm, n, m<=N with the property

that

ABmtf)={d<=Anm:tf;CFm(3)}

is finite,take an open subset Gx oi Y such that

Kx(zGx(zr＼{IntW(d):d£LAnM)}.

Let <£'be the same pair collection of Y as in the proof of Claim 2 above

Then we can easily see that

i?i'=5>'U{(/ir;, Gx): X^＼J{Anm : n, m6#}}

is the required pair collection of Y.

Using the d-paracompactness and semistratifiabilityof Y and applying th<

Argument of the proof above, we can get from Si―{(Fp, U ^): ^<=BX} two pai
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a>l={{F[i,V!y.p<=Bl)

and

of V satisfying the same conditions (9),(10) and (11) of the proof above. For

each Feq;, set Wi(Vr)=/*(V) and

Wi(V)=W1(y)U(＼J{Vii:p(=BuFf)rW1(V)*0 and UpC.f(V)}),

Then for each V^<=V, W-^V), Wz(V) are open subsets of Y such that

MdW1(V)(zW2(V)c:f(V)

and it is obvious that if p^W^V), then there exists jSeBi such that

p^FpdVpdWiiV).

Repeating these processes, we can get a sequence {Wn(F): n^N}, V<=cv, of

open subsets of Y such that

MgW^VXzW^cl - c/(F)

for each Vecy and at the same time there exists a pair collection

£n={(Fp,Vfi):PfzBn}

of 7 such that

(7) {Fp: /3eBn} is a <r-discretefamily of closed subsets of Y and

if fi<^Bn, V£ is an open subset of F such that F^cF^.

(8) For each point p^Y, each Fecy and each neiV, if |ig^(V),

then there exists /3ej3rasuch that

peiFpCVpcWnUV).

For each Feq/, set

W(V)=＼J{Wn(V):n^N}.

Then it is easy to see that ＼W{V): Fe^} is an outer base of M in Y. By

(8) and the proof of Lemma 1, itis dissectablein Y. This completes the proof.

The above proof assures the following: Let / : X―>Y be a closed mapping

of a rf-paracompact semistratifiablespace X onto a first countable space Y. If

X has the property that every discrete family £Fof closed subsets of X has a

dissectable family ＼j{W{F):F^Sl} of X such that each W(F), Feff, is an outer

base of F in X, then F has the same property. On the other hand, it is obvious

that a space X is developable if and only if X is a <i-paracompact a -space with

this property.
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From both observations, we can get the following as the corollary to Pro-

position 4:

Corollary.

onto a space Y.

Let f: X-+Y be a closed mapping of a developable space X

Then Y is developable if and only if Y is first countable.

This corresponds to the well known Hanai-Morita-Stone theorem that a

closed image of a metric space is metrizable if and only if it is first countable.

Theorem 4. // X is a d-paracompact o-space and X^dX, then Xo is also

a d-paracompact a-space.

Proof. Let HJ be an open cover of Xo. We take a family CU' of open

subsets of X such that cu＼Xa=cU. Let 3 be a a -discrete closed network for

X. For each Fe5, we choose U{F)^.CU' such that FcU(F), if possible. Since

X is rf-paracompact, there exists an open set V(F) of X such that FdV(F)d

U(F) and such that {V(F): Feff} is cr-dissectablein X. Then {V(F): Fe£F} |X0

is a <7-dissectablerefinement of 1/. This proves the d-paracompactness of Xo.

In the above, the condition "(/-space" cannot be omitted [B2, 23pl.

3. The comparison with s-paracompact spaces

A space X is semimetrizable if there exists a distance function d : XxX―≫i?

such that d(x, y)^0, d(x, y)=d(y, x), d(x, y)=0 if and only if x=y for all x,

jigI and A = {x(eX: d{x, ^4)=0} for each AcX, where

d(x, A)='mf {d{x, y): y^A}.

It is known that a space X is semimetrizable if and only if X is a firstcount-

able, semistratifiablespace [Gr, Theorem 9.8]. Brandenburg called a space s-

paracompact if for every open cover J. of X, there exists an jl-mapping of X

onto a semimetrizable space. Since every developable space is semimetrizable,

every d-paracompact space is s-paracompact. He proposed the question whether

every semimetrizable space is d-paracompact [B2, Question 2]. If the positive

answer would be given, both of d-paracompact spaces and s-paracompact spaces

coincide. But we can give the negative answer to it. Thus, we can conclude

that both are different.

To state Example 4, we propare the following:

Proposition 5. Let Z be a space such that Z has the weight and cardinality
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^r. // Y{k)XZ is d-paracompact for some k^t, then Z is a developable space.

Proof. Let Z bas a base & with ＼&＼<Lt. Let {(pa, Oa):a<v1} be the

totalityof the pairs (pa, Oa) with pa^Oa<=$, where r^r. Note that

{{a, pa): a<Ti}

is a discrete closed subset of Y(k)xZ, and that({a}＼jN(xOa is an open neigh-

borhood of (a, pa) in Y(k)xZ such that

(P,pp)(£({a}KJN)xOa,

if a=£/3. Since Y(k)XZ is of-paracompact, by Lemma 1 there exist a family

<W={Wa : a<t1) of open subsets of Y(k)xZ and the d-development {HJn '･n^N}

for <W in Y(k)xZ such that

(*) (a, pa)<=WaCl({a}UN)x0a

for each a<Tu

Let re: Y(k)xZ->Z be the projection. For each n, m<=N, let

<UBm = jr(<UB|{ro}XZ).

By (*), we can easily show that {17ram: n, m^N) is a development for Z. This

completes the proof.

Corollary. For a space Z, the following are equivalent:

(1) Z is a developable space.

(2) ZxY is d-paracompact for every developable space Y.

Proof. (1)―>(2)is obvious from the facts that the product of two develop-

able and that every developable space is d-paracompact. (2)->(l) follows from

the above proposition and the fact that Y(k) is developable.

Example 4. There exists a semimetrizable space which is not d-para-

compact.

Construction. Let X=R2 be the space with the bowtie topology. For

each point p=(x, y)^X, {B(p, e,8): e, 8>0} is a neighborhood base of p in X,

where

B{p,e,$)={p}V{{x',y')(=X:

0<|x'-z|<£ and ＼{y'-y)/{x'-x)＼<8}.

Then X is a semimetrizable, non-developable space TGr, Eemple 9.101. Let
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Z ―Y(c)xX. Then by Proposition 6, Z is not rf-paracompact. But Z is semi-

metrizable because semimetrizable spaces have the countably productive property.

The author should appreciate the referee's valuable suggestions, especially

for the examnles.
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